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Our Story Pointr is a global leader in indoor location technology. Our mission is to deliver

reliable, scalable, and intuitive location experiences to connect people with and within

buildings across omnichannel Web, Mobile, and Kiosk platforms. Our Deep Location

platform has revolutionized the indoor positioning, smart building, and IoT markets. With

several Fortune 100 clients across 27 countries and more than 1,000+ buildings already, we

have promising plans for the years to come. We have distinguished ourselves in the

marketplace by growing around three core values: Ownership, Harmony, and Scale. These

values are at the heart of every role, as we collectively create the future of indoor

location technology.   Role Overview Reporting to the Mapping and Content Lead, you will

be responsible for undertaking GIS and CAD data preparation, floor plan digitization, data

management, analysis, mapping, and visualization on various projects. You will assist in the

delivery of project-related tasks to meet the time frame and quality targets, meeting or

exceeding expectations.   Core Responsibilities Undertaking indoor mapping, analysis, data

capture, data management, and geoprocessing. Preparation of AutoCAD and GIS drawings,

including 2D maps and engineering drawings for digitization. Extraction and formatting of

AutoCAD data into GIS formats. Working both with other members of the GIS team and on

your own initiative to produce GIS deliverables to tight deadlines. Assisting with day-to-day

administrative tasks. Contributing to the technical development of the GIS team through

sharing ideas and innovations. Communicating client requirements to other staff. Performing

other duties and responsibilities as required from time to time by your manager. Minimum

Qualifications Experience with AutoCAD and GIS for indoor mapping Experience with Python
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and Python Libraries to analyze, adjust and manipulate spatial data. Understanding & keen

interest in floor plans, maps, geography, and IT. Excellent written and verbal communication

skills. Ability to work well within a team environment. Good attention to detail. Ability to identify

innovative solutions to problems. Well-motivated and able to work to tight deadlines. Desire to

learn and build a career within a smart-tech environment applying GIS to the environment,

geoscience, and infrastructure projects. Preferred Qualifications Basic understanding of digital

cartography and geomatics. Working knowledge of some of the following packages:

Microsoft Excel, QGIS, AutoCAD Ability to optimize, transform, and convert CAD floor plans

and/or GIS files programmatically A Level in geography or a related subject. What Do

We Offer? Competitive base salary and potential for equity Ability to learn in a fast-growing global

tech startup Friendly, helpful, and smart team Flexibility to set your own schedule and agenda

Inclusive, international environment spanning 10 countries Private health care 5 days of paid

leave during your first year Company-paid parental leave Powered by JazzHR
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